
Dear Mom,  

 

I just wanted to say that you are an incredible person! You care about every single 

person on this Earth even if you have only known them for 2 hours! You are as 

unique as someone can be!!! If it weren’t for you I would not be the person that I 

am today! I wouldn’t be as positive, or kind! You complete me and my heart! Even 

though we have our odd disagreements we still love each other to the moon and 

back!!! 

 

I wanted to thank you incredibly because you have helped me with all of my 

problems throughout the year (which have been many). You are the person that 

has taught me all of the things that I need to know! Without you I would be lost 

and a chunk of my heart would be missing! 

 

I also wanted to say that I am so proud of you for what you do for us and me! Not 

just around the house but your job! You are astonishing at making people smile 

and you are wonderful at the fish workshop. What I learned at O.E.L.C. is that we 

are on a life’s journey. And along the way we will bump into people that are 

different than us! And I think that you will bump into many people that are not as 

enthusiastic as you! But just because their life is not as perfect as some, doesn’t 

mean that when we bump into them we should fall down! And if we do fall down 

we need the strength from each other to get back up. You have that strength! 

 

I hope when you read this letter it brings a smile to your face and a tingle in your 

heart! We all have our really good days and our horrible days! Trust me on that 

one! I have had both one after each other! But we just keep smiling pretty, keep 

our head high and nobody will tell that we fell down!!! 

 

Since you have helped me with my problems, I am here to help with yours! I will 

always be on the other side, whether it’s by phone, computer or the other side of 

the table, I will still be there, ready to listen. ☺☺ 

 

Mommy I love you all the way to the moon and back!!! 

 

Love your little princess,  

Jo 
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